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Background Information:

A mask is “a cover or partial cover for the face used for disguise” (MerriamWebster’s Dictionary). Made and worn for many different reasons, masks offer
a glimpse into unique and distinct cultures.

Africa

Whether worn during times of peace, war, celebration, or rites of passage, mask
wearing was and still is a cornerstone to certain African tribal histories and
rituals. Some ceremonies revolved around the fervent belief of the mask’s power
and influence on the wearer. It was revered as a medium to the spirit world. Masks
vary in size, sometimes much larger than the person’s face in order to convey a
supernatural persona. Commonly carved from wood, the masks could be decorated
with many different materials, including beads, natural dyes, fur, or shells. Today,
these masks are highly regarded works of art.

Japan

Stage actors in Noh performances, a centuries-old theatrical tradition in Japan,
wear wooden masks carved specifically to represent their character’s personality
and emotions. Such incredible workmanship goes into the making of these unique
creations that carvers can devote months to just one mask! These performances
still take place today with Noh masks intensely sought by collectors.

Ancient Egypt

According to ancient Egyptian beliefs, burial
masks provided transition into the afterlife while
simultaneously serving as a proclamation of
status and personal identification. A burial mask
was believed to serve as an intermediary between
the realms of the living and the life to come.
Usually, however, only those of high rank and
significance were privileged with a mask at burial. The more elaborate the mask, the greater the
wealth, status, and importance the deceased
possessed during life. Masks of departed
royalty could be made of solid gold and
decorated with precious stones and
stunningly intricate paintwork. Some of
the masks were so large they completely
covered the face and head and could
rest on the shoulders while partially
covering the back and chest. In fact,
burial masks served not only as
an adornment for societal but
physical recognition as well.

Objectives:

Students will...
• learn how to create the mold
of a mask using Color Sculpt
• gain positive, first-hand
experience in relief carving
from performing simple
carving requirements
• understand the significances
of masks in different cultures
• discover that mask-making is a
form of art
• learn that depending on cultures,
masks could be made of materials
ranging from wood and beads to
solid gold and jewels
•have fun creating their own mask

Directions:
1. Follow mixing directions included with Color Sculpt kit.
2. After casting, let the sculpture set overnight prior to carving.
3. From plastic tableware to wood carving tools, almost any
instrument will work to carve Color Sculpt — you’ll be amazed
at how easy and safe it is to carve!
4. Color Sculpt air dries to a hard, lightweight form and its
natural color.
5. Add color and life to your mask by experimenting with gloss
medium, water-based, or acrylic paint. Marbling can be achieved
by mixing two bags at the same time and alternately pouring
into your mold.
6. Mixture remains easy to carve for many days when covered in
plastic between uses.
7. Each bag of Color Sculpt will produce a 1- gallon block or
two 1⁄2-gallon, 4-quart, 8-pint, etc., blocks.

Materials Needed:
•Color Sculpt is a quick, easy, and economical dry mix medium that
dries to a hard, lightweight form, giving students a sculpture that
will last for years! Choose from the following group packs.
Color Sculpt Variety Pack — 9706169. Contains twelve 43⁄4-lb. bags. This
allows each student in an average class of 24 to have a 1⁄2-gal. volume
form to carve (e.g., milk carton). Colors include: gray, blue, green,
orange, brown, violet, rose, and white. Sh. wt. 60 lbs.
Earthen Pack — 9708171. Includes a total of twelve 43⁄4-lb. bags. Four
bags each of gray, brown, and white. Sh. wt. 60 lbs.
•Wood-carving tools (0300874, 9712874, 1300116) and/or plastic tableware
•Shoeboxes lined with plastic
•Sheet plastic or plastic bags

Additional/Optional Materials:
•Gloss medium
•Water-based paint
•Acrylic paint
•Beads
•Shells
•Decorative “jewels”
•Clear-drying glue (e.g., Elmer’s Glue)
•Half-gallon milk/juice cartons
•Examples of Henry Moore’s semi-abstract sculptures
•Styrofoam (e.g., Styrofoam from meat trays)
•Paper cups with flat and smooth inside bottoms (e.g., Dixie cups)
•1-pint to 1⁄2-gallon wax-lined milk/juice cartons
•2-liter plastic pop bottles, oatmeal containers, or any circular,
plastic-lined containers
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Helpful Hints:
Color Sculpt is easy to carve, however, to keep students from getting discouraged, keep the subject matter simple. Have students draw
the proposed sculpture on paper first, using the same dimensions
as the block intended for sculpting. Proper planning can make the
actual carving much easier and the finished sculpture much more
successful. Avoid carving away large chunks of Color Sculpt in its
moist stage — too much stress can cause breakage. NOTE: Students
may also have a tendency to carve away more of the block than is
needed. It is recommended that a gloss medium be used to seal your
finished project.

Make
your mold...

Carve
your mask...

Decorate...

And
you’re
finished!

Project Extensions:
Modern/Abstract
•1/2-gallon milk/juice cartons
•Examples of Henry Moore’s semi-abstract sculptures
A more challenging undertaking for students who are familiar with the concept
of relief carving. Using examples of Henry’s Moore’s semi-abstract sculptures,
students are given the freedom to create a sculpture by using simplified, rounded
carving to create a shape that is influenced by the student without being a mirror
image. Sketches of desired form should still be made by the student before carving begins. Any number of containers can be used for this project in producing the
carving block. A half-gallon wax-coated milk or juice carton is recommended.

Low Relief
•Shoe boxes lined with plastic
Choose from a wide array of time periods with this carving style. Early Egyptian,
Roman, Greek, or other styles offer a wealth of examples from which to illustrate.
Create your carving block by using a shoe box lined with plastic.

Casting

®

•Styrofoam

®

Students can create their own mold for casting using the kind of Styrofoam used
for meat trays. Just cut out the desired shapes and piece them together with wide
adhesive tape or glue. Once the mold is completed, pour Color Sculpt onto the
mold and allow it set. Color Sculpt will not adhere to plastic or Styrofoam ,
making mold removal easy. Texture the sculpture for a different effect!
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Stamps

•Paper cups with a flat, smooth, inside bottom
•Gloss medium
•Ink Stamp
A fun and exciting project for the lower grades. Using a paper cup with a flat,
smooth inside bottom, pour approximately 1 1⁄2 inches of Color Sculpt in the cup
and allow to set overnight. Turn the cup upside down and tap the bottom to make
Color Sculpt pop out. Using positive and negative techniques, let students carve a
design in the smooth side of the form and then set aside and allow to dry. Once
dried, apply a thin coat of gloss medium to the carved area. The gloss medium provides a barrier to resist the ink being absorbed into the form from the stamp pad.
One bag will produce a large number of pieces for this project. HINT: Color Sculpt
will produce a large number of molds in this project and should be poured quickly
to avoid becoming too thick.

Central and South American Sculpture
•1-pint to 1⁄2-gallon wax-lined milk/juice cartons (depending on desired sculpture size)
•Plastic tableware or standard carving tools
Examples of monolithic statues of standing deities offer an excellent beginning
sculpture project. Blocks for this project are created by using 1-pint to 1⁄2-gallon
wax-lined milk or juice cartons, depending on the size of the sculpture. The square
shape of the statues match well with the Color Sculpt block for minimal carving
to achieve the desired sculpture. Lower level classes can use simple carving instruments, such as plastic tableware, while upper level classes can achieve more detail
with standard wood carving tools.

Totem Poles
•2-liter plastic pop bottles, oatmeal containers, or any circular, plastic-lined
containers
•Optional: poster board, tape, and plastic for lining
Students of all ages enjoy studying about totem poles of Northwest Indian tribes.
There are many wonderful books with excellent illustrations of totem poles and
Indian stories of the individual totem pole characters to use as a whole language
exercise. Have students create their own characters and write a story about the
duties and responsibilities of each character. The cylinder form can be created by
using two-liter pop bottles, oatmeal containers, or any circular container lined
with plastic. For a taller Color Sculpt form, roll poster board into a cylinder of
desired thickness and tape edges. Line inside with plastic for easy release.

call toll-free

1-800-558-9595
or on the web

www.enasco.com/artsandcrafts
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